The story of rape in our society has grown increasingly and with the aid of social media, getting this stories out hasn’t been much of a problem.
But, should a rape victim share his/her story?

Well, from my perspective getting the story out has been a two-way traffic in that if a guy is wrongly accused but can’t let his voice be heard, it can have a huge psychological effect on him negatively and will definitely ruin his social status.

On the other hand, if a girl wrongly accuses a guy and the guy proves her wrong, the social media will end up making a huge mockery of the girl and in that discouraging real victim of rape not to open up.

Well, in this case, the lady tried but the guy was able to prove himself as he was keeping tabs.

Below are screenshots of what went down between a lady who went from Berger to Ajah to….
The Accusation!!

Some years back, this man @UcheDandyMUFC tried FORCING my friend to have sex with him! This is a member of the “not all” crew. A RAPEY FLY is in my mentions telling me not to generalize.

Uche Daniel! @UcheDandyMUFC
It’s too early for this kind of unfortunate generalization please...tackle 50 cent and the men in your life that have failed you only.

Thanks. twitter.com/omogedami/stat...
First things first...i hate drama so i like to keep my private life private....but when your name gets dragged for no reason...you blur the lines and face the drama you were trying to avoid.

8:37 PM · 27 Jun 18
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Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUFC · 13h
Secondly, someone should tell @b_moree_ to unblock me because the drama she sought has found her.

And as such...i am going to address the allegations...
Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUF: 12h
Thirdly, I want to apologize to my friends because of this drama... but there is nothing worse than being called a rapist and it cannot be left to speculation.

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUF: 12h
And after I have addressed it... it won't be mentioned again... it is the price one has to pay for associating with skreps.

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUF: 12h
I have a problem with the people telling me to let it go NOW... when all day my name have been thrown around.

Why should I let it go NOW?

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUF: 12h
First of all, a friend sent me a DM when the allegations came asking what the nonsense was...told him it was a load of crap and he decided he was going to take it up as well...so he engaged @OmogeDami in a DM convo and she babbled meaninglessly...

I don't have her time yet as i would come for her eventually...but in the course of their conversation, she dropped a screenshot of the chat with the girl who said she allowed me have sex after i forcefully tried...now that's where she dropped the ball...

Here are the chats....
Hello
If you're serious about this I can take it up
Rape is a bad thing
Sex without consent is rape
We could talk
U don't need to reveal their names

6:32 p.m.

Damilola Marcus
@OmoogiDami

I'm so happy that you had the courage to call that. He's a gay now. That's how he is.

12:05 AM

He did it to me, he literally forced me to have sex with him the day I went to his house. I just showed him when he kept pulling my clothes, because I really never have a rape trauma. I didn't want it to happen again.

I'm sure he has done it to a lot of girls on Twitter.

But no one can tell him out because of stigma.

Thank you for calling him out.
I hope your friend is okay.

1:01 PM

Here's from the second person who spoke to me right after I called him out on what he did to my friend. Besides, he didn't rape my friend. It was forceful coercion, which she refused. The second person on the other hand "allowed" it but it was against her wish.
Ok wait

Let me ask... not trying to say they ain't right

What if these girls re cooking this stories out to hate

There is a possibility to that right?

I think if we need to take him down

We have to find a way to act

Or else

Issues like this will keep happening

Stigma doesn't kill

They should show face at least

U should convince them

I don't get? Matters like this are hard to prosecute. This women have no proof other than their memories. Jungle Justice feels like all one can do. It truly breaks my heart. What's worse is he's rubbing it in their faces by acting like such experiences are foreign to him. He can't understand "men are scum" tweets but he's the very scum we speak of. They don't even want to come out, they are scared/worried about stigma. It's not my place to ask them to. I must respect their privacy.
The Reply along with evidence.
This was the end of the chat...and then seeing as she made no sense whatsoever...

Damilola Marcus
@OmcgeloDami

Wow
Nvm
Felt I had something concrete
U+
....i decided to look at the screenshot which was where the 2nd allegation came from and i realized i actually knew who sent it...which happened to be @b_moree_ ...
result of unfortunate hoeing in times past...here's how i know...zoom the avi on the screenshot...

I said what i said
@b_moree_  
12:58 PM
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Tweet your reply

I'm so happy that you had the courage to call that Uche guy how. That's how he is
12:58 PM
And the "B" is also clear....even though @OmogeDami tried to scribble it off......thankfully i don't delete conversations anywhere....I don't end chats.....so.....

Anyone who knows me knows I would never drop screenshots of chats for any reason....but when you are being accused of rape...you have no choice.....In 2016, @b_moree_ and I planned to meet after series conversation, last screenshot was her leaving the next day...
Can I get the place from Berger?

You can get to obalende from Berger

Then from obalende u will get Ajah

Okay I’ll come early

What time?

Early

Early no be time Na

I’ll leave around 10

Ok then

Will you be around by then?

I will be

My battery died last night

And I was pretty on the road to being wasted

So I slept immediately I got home.

You’ve finished talking to and fighting with Kofo

Your love

Lmaoooo

U want me to konk u ba?

Answer me no be Konk

Shebi I will see u tomorrow Na

You will see 😞 😞

Oko Kofo

I’m not sure yet o

Haven’t decided

Better be sure o

Don’t make me change plans and u will say na not coming.
Better tell me now.
So I know how to plan my weekend.

I already shelved some plans cos u said u were coming.

I even thought you won't have time.

When you didn't say anything since.

I didn't have time.
But I have been able to reschedule some things.
It's fine if u can't make it again tho.

But u gotta tell me.

Some other time don't worry, I already told my sister I'm coming.

What happened?

U don't wanna know the stress I have gone to today.

I would have called u.
I just got home.

Before I could get fuel eh.
Thread

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUFCL: 12h
After meeting her...I totally lost interest after "everything" because she wasn't what she appeared to be on the timeline...and as such the conversations dwindled....Fast forward to a year later....

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUFCL: 12h
Please how am I a "nice guy" if it wasn't consensual?? More than once that night?? And as clearly seen in the chat...it was a case of "Girl likes boy, they have sex, boy don't like girl, girl is angry." But she has the audacity to call me a rapist....
Maybe it'll take too long
I've met you twice and never been able to connect with you.
We've never had deep conversations or anything like that.
You're a nice guy, don't get me wrong.

But there's just one other thing:

Maybe you didn't take the time to get to connect me.

Or you weren't interested in connecting either.

And then you go assuming again.

...Yo, you weren't...

I have a good memory.
Well all of this doesn't matter anymore.

How are you?

Lol...uhhh.

I'm alright...and you?

I'm good.

How was your day?
And as for you @OmogeDami you will have to name the girl who said i tried to forcefully have sex with her...oh you will have to..Lord help you.

Amen.
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Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUFC · 12h
Now i can go have some herbs and pepper soup....cos i really need to calm my nerves.

jeffrudeen @VillageParrot · 12h
Tweet your reply
Hello @b_moree_ coming for you legally is a waste of my time and resources because you are a SKREP. I am really angry but nah, you do not deserve me coming at you with all that anger.....so this is where your story ends.

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUFC: 12h
But be rest assured, you called me a rapist....falsely....i am not a violent person but to God who made me, I will drag you by that skinny skrepy waist of yours to the nearest police station if our paths every cross....ANYWHERE.

Uche Daniel @UcheDandyMUFC: 12h
Once again i apologized to my friends who might be offended by this.....being called a RAPIST is something you don't let stick....especially in this time and age....so i am sorry for the drama....it is what preeq wey no dey hear word caused.
The defense!!!
I said what I said @B_moree_ · 11h
I know I am not the most liked person on Twitter, so any reason to drag me. I’ve made my peace with that and I don’t care about being liked. I just want to address the fact that I did not accuse Uche of rape. And no dear Uche, you did not hurt me, this is completely hilarious.

I said what I said @B_moree_ · 11h
The part where I said he forced me, yes I didn’t want to have sex with him, but he kept pressuring me, so I gave in because I’ve been raped twice and I didn’t want it to happen again.

I said what I said @B_moree_ · 11h
Again as a rape victim, accusing someone of rape isn’t something I would do for fun because I know it’s not.

https://realchannel65.ng/berger-to-ajah-a-story-of-false-rape-accusation/